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Practical application of gridded rainfall in creating a
calibrated hydrological model in northern Western

Australia
ABSTRACT

A proof-of-concept calibrated hydrological model has been developed for a remote c atchment  
of about 2,200 km² in northern Western Australia and its outcomes assessed. .  
The model was constructed in HEC-HMS using SRTM -H terrain data, stream gauge and rain 
gauge data from public sources ,  and rainfall grids derived from ERA-5 satellite i magery at 1- 
 hour increments .  .   The catchment was subdivided into several sub-catchments and connected 
with reach-routing links .  .   The gridded  rainfall was spatially distributed to the sub-catchments 
via catchment sub-grids .  .   Attenuation used Clark Unit  Hydrographs .  .   Losses  were applied 
by soil moisture accounting, which is needed for long-term continuous simulation and 
application to nearby, unga uged catchments .  .   Calibration to the stream gauge yielded very 
good agreement with the peak and rates of  rise and fall for a major f looding peak but missed 
several smaller peaks.
The time taken to construct the model from the available data was a few days,  although a fair 
proportion of this was spent on experimentation .  .   All the data and software used was f ree and 
publicly available.
Th e main limitation is the quality of the gridded rainfall data .  .   It was found that there was 
only coarse agreement between the  gridded rainfall and rain gauge records .  .   The satellite 
data cannot be simply scaled up or down to yield a good fit to the rain gauge data. .  
This example demonstrates that a calibrated gridded hydrological model can be constructed 
within practical timeframe s, using free software and publicly available data for any location 
on earth  where  data are  available .  .   The main limitation is the quality of the gridded rai nfall 
data, which is expected to improve in future.  .  



PAPER

Context

A proof of concept hy drological model was developed as part of the professi onal  engineering  advice  
provided to a comm ercial entity concerning the constrution of  an  infrastructure   project  i n Western 
Australia .  .   Because of the commerci al-in-confidence nature o f the  consu ltancy ,  details that  co uld be 
used to locate or identify the project, or to determine the status of the project have been omitted.

The  obj ective  of the pr oof  of concept model was to dem onstrate the practicability of the modelling 
strategy in terms of the time  required to assemble the model and the relia bility of the results .   The inte  
nt is to demonstrate t he practicality of the modelling strategy and not to comment on an y outcomes , or 
potential outcomes, related to the infrastructure project.

The data used f or the modelling   , however ,  are pu bl icly av a i lable through on-line  web  portals .   .   For the 
purposes o f transparenc y,   and   for  dem onstrating a real world example, the source s of the data have been 
named .  .   The inte nt is to demonstrate the practicality of the modelling strategy and not to comment on 
any outcomes, or potential outcomes, related to the infrastructure project.

The p latform used to construct the hydrological model was HEC - HMS ,   which  i s currently undergoing 
a period of rapid deve lopment, includi ng the expansion of its  GIS  capabilities .   Recent developments in 
HEC-HMS have provided it with  the cap ability to  incorpor ate use  gridded rainfall in  a lumped  node-link 
model environment.

The  issue of concern to this paper was the d e velopment of the  proof o f concept hydrological HEC-HMS  
mod el  was used  f or a  sizable  2,200 km²   catchment  in NW Western Australia,  wh ere  there is a  general  
pa ucity of usable  r ainfall and stream gauge  data .  .   Th is example The model  uses the catchment reporting 
to Stream Gaug e 707005 Cane R iver  –  Toolunga .   .   The nearest rain gauge is  Rain Gauge  5017 O nslow 
Airport, which  lie s about  64 km  to t he NW of  Strea m  Gauge 707005 , as  illustrated in  Figure  1 .   Data 
for  the stream  gauge   and rain  gauge were  downloaded from the Bure au of  Me teorolog y  website .   Dat  
a for the terrain was downloaded from the ELVIS elevation data portal.  

Figure 1: Plan showing catchment and gauges

Modelling objectives



The  hydrological  HEC-HMS   model  was developed  to facilitate for  long term continu ous s imulation 
 ( L TC S)  modelling .    .   T he  outcomes of the  LTCS  modelling  wou ld  provide provided metrics  data  on 
the ti mes of closures of  proposed creek crossings  and the combined probabi lities of the closures of 
transport links .  .   The se  metrics   resulting data  would, in turn, inform decisions relating to  the desired  
flood immunit ie s of the  c rossings  and times of closure for whole transport links  (link downtim e) .  .  
Having  estimated  link  downtime, a relati onship could be develo ped between capital  costs and downtime 
costs, which could then be used to inform  the  engineering design of t he crossing s .  .   The hydrological 
model there fore provides the link bet ween  capit al  costs  and  downtime  costs  for the purposes of 
developing business cases for components of the infrastructure project. .  

An example of the  hyrological output is   illustrated  in  Figure  1 Figure  1   which combines a ra ting curve 
with AEP and duration , using the gauge da ta  time series  for  Gau ge 707005 Cane River at Toolounga , 
which ext ends from 1986 to the present .   .   The AEPs and durations were calculated  directly from the  
stream gauge  time se ries  using the  tools in HEC-SSP and HEC-DSSVue ,  respectively .   Figure  2 This  
graph  shows  the  relationship between the  crossing elevation ,  flood immunit y (AEP) and the proportion 
of time that the crossing is closed (duration). .  

For example, the c ombined rating curve in  Figure  2   shows  that up grading the crossing  by raising it to 
about 72   m AHD  would provide  to  a 2%AEP (50 ye ar) flood i mmunity  would reduce  its with a  closure  
( downtime)  to of   0. 001% of the time , or about 0. 1  hours  average annual time of  submer gence  
(AATO S ) .   The question o f  whether  the upgrade is  wo rth th e  investment rests up on the incremental 
value  of kee ping the crossing open for  99.999%  of the time  ( uptime)  with the 2%AEP upgr ade .  
Depending on the value  of  keeping   the  crossing   open , a lesser upgrade with  more downtime c ould be ju 
stified , say ,   rais ing  the crossing  to 69.5 m AHD, p ro v iding  20%AEP  ( 5 year ) flood immu nity  with about 
0.05% downtime , or  99.95% uptime about 4.4 hours  AATOS .    It is worth n oting that the   calculat ed  
durations (upti me /downtime ) are direct outputs of the LTCS m ethodology, and do not rely  on int erpreti 
ve algorit h ms, such as the commonly  used  equations that  re late event-based model outcomes to  average 
annual time of closure (AAToC)AATOS.

The purpose of the hydrological model is to  generate similar combined rating curves for nearby 
 cross ings  at different locations and  on  different creeks and rivers .   Also, the modelling can be used to 
com bine f lo oding  across  mult iple crossings so that the  performance and reliability of whole  transport 
links can be assessed quantitatively to provide average annual times of closure for whole links.



Figure 2: Combined rating, AEP and duration curve

Modelling strategy

T he t raditional approach  to  hydrological modell ing  is to create event -based models with stand ard  
parameters acquired  f rom authoritative  sources suc h  as  Australian Rainfall and Runoff ( ARR 2019 )  
 ( Ball et al , 2019)   and its data  hub .   .   Typ ically,  ARR  is  used to construct  even t -base d models with initial 
and continu ing losses .  .   Recent  revisions  to ARR  have  introduced  ensembles  of   standardi sed  temporal 
rainfall  patterns  and  an adj ustment of  initial losses for pre-burst conditions .   .   Ho we ver , some of t hese 
concepts  are not  relevant t o long term continuous  s imulation  (LTCS) ;   ;  f f or example ,   t he effect of an 
initial loss is lost  wi thin days of the start of the s i mulation .   Also,   o i r ,  n LTCS  the temporal distribution 
of rainfall is  represe nted  substituted   by  the long -   term  r ainfall recor d ,  and  pre-burst  conditions  losses  
are explicit ly modelled  as  the  loss parameters or  soil stores dry out between  rainfall events .  .   In LTCS ,  
losses change as cachments are wetted and dried between alternating and sporadic periods of rain.

Further,  ARR 2019  does  not  have  document   initi al loss or contin u ing loss  par am e ters for  this   region,  
which  prec ludes the use  of  constructin g   a n event-based model based on ARR 2019  
 recom mendations paramet ers  for this catchment .  The a bsence of  establi she d  model ling parame ters 
provided further incentive to develop the proof of concept model from the primary source data.

Data

The  proof  of conce pt  model   for this project   c on stru c t ed  the hydrolog y from  the  first principles   of   t he  
primary  source da ta  (terrain, rain, stream gauges) , rather than  p reviously p ublished  methodologies and 
parameters .  .   The intent was to  impr ove transpare ncy, especially with respect to  the many  constr aints  
and uncertainties inherent in a model of an area with a general paucity of data. 

T he  proof  of conce pt model  viewed t T he  princi p le  sources of data  may be regarded  as  data   layer s  as 
follows,

 Precipitation records that adequately represent the distribution of precipitation in time and space

 Terrain da ta that  places the catchment at a geo graphic al loc ation and adequately  represents 
topography and storages (lakes and dams)

 Stream gauge data that a dequat ely re present  the f lows exiting a catchment in respon se to 



precipitation

T he p arame ters  used  to  represent losses, tran s forms,  and  convey ance  were  developed  refined   by  using 
the native optimisation tools within HEC-HMS .   The optimi s a tion tools within HEC-HMS  hav e a wide 
range of options ,  which all seek  a bes t fit to observed  or desired data .   a process of optimisation or 
ca libration by compar ing comp uted flows at the  stream gauges with observed flows. In this example,  th  
e model parameters were optimised to yield a best fit to peak flow for a single, historic storm.  

The proof of conce pt model also tested  how  rapidly  the various   data lay ers  could be com bined . The 
platform  chosen was HEC-HMS,  which  i s currently undergoing a period of rapid deve lopment, includi 
ng the  expansion of its GIS capabilities.  Recent deve lopments in HEC-HMS have provided it with  the 
capability to incorporate gridded rainfall in a lumped node-link model environment.

Candidate catchment

The  s election of the candidate catchment  for  proof o f conc ept model  was made according to the 
following criteria

 There was a need for it in the consultancy project

 The rainfall and terrain data could be acquired from public portals without licence fees

 The catchment extended to at least one river gauge

 There were rainfall gauges available within the vicinity

 The p e riod of the r ainfall an d stream gauge  data overlapped to provide at least one significant 
flood event, which could be used for calibrating parameters

The conceptualisation of the proof of concept model is shown in Figure 2.

Candidate flood event

A   The   si ngle  candidate  flood  eve nt   was  selected  for calibration  that  e xtend ed  from 4 Feb rua ry  2017 to 
20 Feb ruary  2017 . .   This event represent s  one of the largest storms i n the overlap ping period  of the tim  
e series for the rain gauge and river gauge data.

Precipitation data

The criteria used for selecting precipitation data for the proof of concept model were

 Freely available without licence fees

 Gridded to represent the uneven spatial distribution of rainfall over the entire catchment

 Time increment small enough to allow the model to represent the response time of the sub- 
catchments. .  In this case, a 1-hour time increment was considered desirable

 Belonging to  a long-durat ion series,  preferabl y over seve ral  decades to allow  for long term 
continuous simulation.

Th e  proof of concept hy drological  model benefit ted fr om  the  presen ce of  a rain g auge ,   nearby . The rain 
which   gauge   was not located within the catchment lay about  6 4  km t o the NW of the  stream  gauge .   As 
the gridded rain d ata exten ded ov er the catchment and the rain gauge,  , but  a comparison  could be 
made  between the gauge record and the extracted  point  ser ies fro m the gridded rain  da ta   could be used 
to test the reliabiliy of the gridded rain data.

Gridded rain fall  data are  avai lable from the  Longpaddoc k SILO web portal , which have been develo  
ped by int erpolati ng on-g round gauge records .  .   However, th e  SILO  da ta are  only available at daily 
increments .  .   Initial testing de mons trated that  the  a daily   time increment  was  i s  too  large,  le ading to a  
flattening   of  the   flood peaks  as  sub-daily  rainf all  bursts  were spread out  to whole days .  .   A time series 
with a sma ller time increment was  needed   for  the  model to  meaningful ly   repr oduc e   the  observed  
hydrographs that occur in the stream gauge record.

The  proo f  of concept model HEC-HMS model  used the  gridde d rainfall  fou nd in the ERA-5 data 
p u b lished by  the Eur opean  Space Agency , which can be downloaded f rom  t he Copernicus Climate Data  



Store .  .   ERA-5 represe n ts hourly  climate  data  on single levels  from 1979 to the pres ent .  .   The  ERA-5  
Data  d ata  ha ve been regridded to a regular lat-long grid of 0.25 degrees (about  27 km  in  northern  W e st  
e rn  A us tralia , depending on latitude) .  .   The  sub-s et  data set  used to represent rainfall  was  i s  the mean 
total pre cipitation rate  with unit s of kg/m² s  (mm  o f rainfall per second) .  .   The meta data  no tes  warns   t  
hat  c are should be taken when comparing model parameters with observations, because observations  
are often local to a particular point in space and time, rather than repr esenting average s over a model 
grid box .   .   T he ERA-5  Grid  g rid  time is recorded as UTC  (coordinated universal time) , so adjustments 
must be were  mad e to ali gn the rainfall grid with l ocal ga uges, which are commonl y recorded in local 
time .   .   More information on the ERA-5 
 https://cds.climate.copernicus.eu/cdsapp#!/dataset/reanalysis-era5-single-levels?tab=overview.     An 
example of the ERA-5 data is shown in Figure 3.

The ERA-5 grid  wa s c onfigu red for  HEC-HMS by  using the Vortex Tools developed by HEC .  .   The 
Vortex tools ingest time series grid s in GRIB or NetCDF format, cropping them to the geogra phical  
extents of interest  and ,  reprojecti ng them to the des ired proje ction  and injecting  them in to a  HEC-DSS 
data base  (H EC-DSS  is  a common  da tabase format  that may be  a ccessed by all HEC programs ) .  .   For 
the proof  of concept model, the  ERA-5 grid w as re projected to  GDA94 MGA Zone  55  5 0   with a grid 
size of 5km and grid values calculated by b ili near int erpolati on .   .   A f urther  adjustment  was ne eded to  
convert the precipitation units to mm per hour.

A time se ries was extracted from the ERA-5 grid  point  at t he location of the rain gauge , which is located 
about 63km from the strea m gauge, outside  it s catchment .  .   The  whole  grid  An   a dj ustment  was  adjusted  
made  by  summing the  rainfall  at the  rain gauge over the p eriod  of the candidate event (04 Feb ruary  to 
20  Feb ruary ) and applying a multiplier  to the grid to yield th e same cumulated  rain over the same peri  
od  at the same grid point as the gauge .   .   The resu lt  is shown in     Figure  4 Figure  4 Figure  3 .  .   It is noted 
that th ere are The  differen t  ce s in the  distribution of the rain within the candidate  ev ent  i . This variance  
i s not unexpected ,   given the di fference s between an on-ground gauge and  the ERA-5 data , which is  
interpreted from satellite data and averaged over grid cells.

Since the devel opm ent of th is  e  proof o f concept  model, the author has been in discu ssion with the 
B urea u of Meteorology  ( BoM )   on the mat te r .  .   At the time of publication,  the forem ost candidate is  
BoM ’ s  BARRA-R data ,  but the pr ac ticaliti es of publica tion, deployment and   licen sing fees  have yet to 
be resolvedfinalised.



Figure 3.  Example of rainfall grid, showing clipped ERA-5 data for 1-hour rainfall to 06-02-
2017 09:00



Figure 4.  Rainfall accumulation – comparison between rain gauge and adjusted ERA-5

Terrain data

The terrain data  used  the S RTM-H data publi shed on the ELVIS  Elevation Data  web portal .  .   These 
data have a grid si ze of about 30m and a  verti cal accuracy of  ± 10m .  .   The SR TM-H data do  not have 
suff icient resolution  and accuracy  to represent creek channels , but  they can be used t o delineate  
watershe ds  and to discr etise sub-catchments and flow paths .   .   The discretisation of the sub-catchments 
and flow paths was carried out by using the automated routines within HEC-HMS.

Since the devel opm ent of  the proof o f concept this  model,  the routines within HEC-HMS have been 
d evelo ped further,  and now include capabilities to build walls  and  burn streams .  .   Th e  walls may be 
used to represent  roads, which  would otherwise not appear  clearly  in the SRTM-H data .   The  lat ter  burn  
streams   function is useful fo r burning in flow paths  or cr eek lines that have been develo ped by othe r 
means, such as published river and creek lines.

The SRTM-H data were  used to delineate catchments and flow pa ths , as illustrated in  Figure  5 Figure  
4.



Figure 5.  Plan of conceptual model and hydrographs for candidate storm.

Stream gauge data

The stream ga uge da ta were ac quire d fr om  BoM ’ s  Water Data  on- line portal .  .   The entire series  were 
i mported into HEC-DSS .   .   The location of the stream ga uge is represented as  the down tream sink in 
the plan in  Figure 5Figure 4Figure 2, and it provided a calibration point for the model parameters.

Modelling platform

HEC-HMS may be regarded as  a m odelling platform that includes a wide va r iety of modelling 
approaches and parameters .   .   To allow for  a diversity of  modelling strategies  within a singl e fra m ewo  
rk or platform, HEC-HMS broadly classifes its parameters as follows.

 Loss parameters, which  in clude initial and constant losses for even t-based modelling,  s oil 
moisture acco unting  (SMA) ,  Green - and - Ampt  and others .  .   These param eters are  used to c omp 
ute the volume of precipitation that becomes runoff

 Tran s form parameters, which include unit hydrograph s,  kinematic wave and others .  .   These  
paramete rs are used  to compute the hydro graphs exi ting the sub-catchme nts .  .   Transform  
parameters were est imated fo r each sub-catchment, based on  sub-catchment  metrics such as  
area and slope. .  

 Conveyance  or link-routing  pa rameters, whic h  address attenu ation in the links .  .   These include 
time-lag, Muskingam, Puls and others. .  A ‘none’ option allows for no attenuation in the links.

At the time of  publication, the identification and selection of para met ers for long term continuou s 
s imulation u s ing HEC-H MS was in its infancy .  .   Other than  pre vious experim ents by the a uthor, there 
were very few guide l ines or reviews .  .   The leading  sources of guid ance were  the extensive 
documentation produced by HEC for  the use of HEC-HMS in  American practice,  Auckland Re gion al 
Council ’ s  TP108  ( ARC , 1999)  and  the Harris Count y Flood Control District   ( HCFCD)  guidelines  
(Lund ,  et al 2010 ) .  .   TP108 and HCFCD  focus sed  on devel oping  repeatable methods for  event-based 
design storms, but do not explicitly address long term continuous modelling.

The strategy adopted for th e proof of concept model was to  use  adopt  approximate   soil moistu re 
acco unting  p aram eters for the loss model, Clark  Unit Hydrograph s for t r ansforms and Muskingam for  
link-routing .  .   The  optimisation  tool  in HEC- HMS w as  then applied to adjust the parameters to  achieve  
a best fit between the computed hydrograph and the observed hydrograph at the stream gauge.



Optimisation

HEC-HMS  ha s a built -in optimisation capability, which can be used to  optimise  sets of  paramet ers .  .   It 
would be wrong to regard it as an  auto-calibration tool, because the user must input  fair estimates of  
paramet er s for the optimisation  tool  to  achieve   converge nce .  .   F or  e x ample, the  initial  loss parameters  
should allow some runoff during a sto rm  e vent, because  zero runoff w o ul d  not allow  the ro uting to  
extrapolate from the first two t rials to a third .  .   The  optimisatio n   tool  in HEC-HMS has  a number of 
options, such as optimise to peak flow or optimise to storm volume. .  

The optimisation  too l  was used in HEC-HMS  on  all the major  parame ters   in the  p roof of concept model, 
resulting in the hydrograph  in     Figure  5 Figure  4 Figure  2 .  .    In this case, optim isation was set to finding 
the best fit to the peak flow in the candidate storm.

Discussion of computed hydrograph from the proof of concept model

The computed hydrograp h   ( green )  is compar ed with the observed hydrograph at  the  gauge  ( r ed)  for the 
candidate storm in Figure 5Figure 4Figure 2. .  The following are noted

 There is good agreement with peak flo ws on  9 February , as expec ted as  the result of  parameter 
optimisation.

 There is goo d ag reem ent with the s lopes of the  ri sing  limb  of the hydrographs on 9 Febr uary 
and fair agreement with the falling limb of the hydrographs on 10 February.

 The stream gauge shows  signific ant flows on 8 Feb ruary , which are not reflected  in the 
computed hydrograph .  .   Likewise the stream gauge sh ows   flows on 15 and 17 Feb ruary  which 
are not reflected in the computed hydrograph.

The  missing  peaks in the compute d hydrograph  correspond to missing activity in the  ERA-5 rainfall 
record, e speciall y  between 6  and   8  Feb ruary .   .   The rain gauge record  shows abo ut 35 m m of rain in this 
period , wh ich  sig nificantly  affects the initial  state of soil stores  prior to rain on  8  Feb .  ( which  may  be 
regarded as initial losses).ruary.

The  missing  peaks also demonstrate that, although  it is   not difficult to calib rate a model  to  a sin gle , peak 
flow, it is difficult  to develop a set of p arameters  that reliably reproduce d  behaviours o ver a range of 
events, such as is needed for long term continuous modelling.

Discussion on practicalities of development of proof of concept model

The proof   of  concep t mo del demo nstrates t hat it is possible, using established technolog y, to construct 
hydrological models from  freely available  so urce da ta within c om mercially-viable time fram es (a few 
days) . .   D epending  on the  available da ta and the  effo rt expended in calibrating  model paramete rs to a 
wide r ange of events, the model outcomes  may be   used  to inform en gineering de cisions.   The approach 
of dir ectly calibrating  calcu lated  flo ws t o  observe d flow s  provides  the mo st reliabl e  results  from  the 
available data.

The time taken to construct t he model from the availabl e d ata was a few days, although a fair proportion 
of this  was spent on experimentation .   .   The exper imentation comprised t he  testing  and exploration of 
different approach es and trial ling of parameters . Naturally, the time spent on experi mentation , which   . 
The time required  in  e xperimentati on  c w ould be reduced  if  thi s approach were  used to crea te a nd  test 
fur the the outcomes of this modelling  exercise   were used  as an approximate s ta rting point for further 
modelling in this regionr models. .  

Observations on hydrological modelling strategy

T he t raditional approach  to hydrological modelling has been to  create and curate models  that  are then 
handed down to the ne xt generation of practiti one rs or projects .  .   The curation of these models , and 
adapting them to new projects ,  consumes  a considerable amount of time and energy .   Th e traditional  
approach also  raises . T here are also  questions abo u t the  continued  use of parameters that  may  have been 
der ived  with  from   legacy da ta that may be much  a  po orer  data - s et  than tha t w hich is currently  available  
th rough the continuous updating of on-line data p ortals, such as the BoM rain gauge and river gauge 
portals.

This proof of concept model demonstrates th e  speed a t which a new model can be constructed ,  entirely 
from the  raw  principal source   data .  .   It signals a  shi ft in focu s from the curation of the compiled 



hydrological model to  compiling models f ro m  the  raw  or source  data  la yers , which  are   now  now much  
more freely  available  than previously .  .   The  more direct li nkage between the raw da ta and outputs also 
provi des impr oved transparency, e specially  in terms of  the  constrai nts and un cer taint y   of the source 
data. .  

The optimisation tools in HEC-HMS relate  c ompute d outcom es directly  to  observed data .   This  being 
the case, no  on-si te  observations are needed  to deve lop loss and soil store paramete rs .   Howe ver , it 
would be  wise to compare optimised param eters with what may be expected of t he soils encountered  at 
the site.  

Recommendations

The major limit ation  to the dev elopment of  gridded rain mode ls is the avai la bil ity of gridded rain data  
at a  time-series resolu tion of 1 hour or less .  .   It is recommended that more effo rt be di rected into the 
production and deployment of gridded rain se ries,  such as the BARR A-R data  curren tly  being  develop  
ed by the Bureuau of Meteorology.

Figure 6: Combined rating, AEP and duration curve



Figure 7. Plan of conceptual model and hydrographs for candidate storm.

Figure 8. Rainfall accumulation – comparison between rain gauge and adjusted ERA-5.
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